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We introduce an extension of the R6nyi entropy in which we 
associate a family of entropy functions with each random variable. A 
metric is defined on the families of entropy functions uch that weak 
convergence of a sequence of random variables implies convergence 
in the metric. 
R~nyi (1959) has introduced the notion of dimension of a random 
variable (or, equivalently, of a probability distribution) and has ex- 
tended Shannon's definition of the entropy of a random variable so that 
it now becomes unnecessary to consider the discrete and continuous 
cases separately. Let ( be a real-valued random variable with proba- 
bility-distribution function F(x). Put 
~, = i ip (n() ,  
/b 
where ip (x) denotes the integral part of x, 
p.~ =pr (~.=~)=pr (k<= ~<k+l )__n  
and 
L = Z p. log ~--~ pnk 
(provided this exists) so that H0(~) is the Shannon entropy of the dis- 
crete random variable ~.  Then R@nyi defines the dimension of ~ by 
, .  Ho(~. )  
d(~)  = nm - - -  
n-,~ log n 
(provided this limit exists) and the d-dimensional entropy of ~ by 
H~(~) = lim (H0(~) -- d log n) 
n --)oo 
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(provided this limit exists). We shall call this the R~nyi entropy. 
It seems natural that we should require that weak convergence of 
random variables hould imply the convergence of the corresponding 
entropies. This is not true of the R6nyi entropy as can be seen by con- 
sidering a sequence of random variables ~(~)(, = 1, 2, -. .  ) defined by 
1 +1 with probability 
.: ~(v) = V 
1 
1 with probability 5
which converges weakly to the random variable ~ defined by 
= 0 with probability 1. 
In this case we have 
H0(~ ~)) = log2  all n, 
H0(},) = 0 all n. 
To overcome this difficulty we propose to introduce an extension of the 
R4nyi entropy in which we associate a family of entropy functions with 
each random variable and then define a metric on the families of entropy 
functions uch that weak convergence of a sequence of random variables 
implies convergence in the metric. 
We consider only bounded random variables. Let ~ be a random vari- 
able taking values in the range 0 = ~ < 1 having probability-distribution 
function P(t).  Denote x rood 1 by [x]; then for 0 _-< s < 1 and k ~- 
1 ,2 , . - . ,n le t  
when k does not satisfy n(1 -- s) < k < n(1 - s) + 1, taking [1] = 1 
when k = n(1 - s), and 
{ [ ~] [ k -1 ]<~< 1}, p~(s) = pr 0 ~ $ < s+ , s+ n = 
when k satisfies n(1 - s) < k < n(1 - s) + 1, and put 
n 
H(~)(}:s) = ~_, p,k(s) log 
k=i  pnk(S)" 
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Then t6 each random variable ( there corresponds a family Of entropy 
functions {H(~)(~:s)}. 
We now introduce the metric. Let ~ and ~ be two random variables 
taking values in the range [0, 1) with which we associate the families of 
entropy functions IH(~)(~:s)} and {H(~)(v:s)}, respectively. We define 
the metric d(~, "0:s) by 
n=l  n 2 " 
The metric d(~, ~:s) exists since H~)(~:s) < log n. For fixed s, d(~, v:s) 
has the following properties: 
(i) d(~, ~:8) = 0, 
(ii) d(~, y:s) > 0 provided H(~(~:s) ~ H<~)(n:s) for at least 
one value of n, 
(ill) d(~, ~:s) = d(~, ~:s), 
(iv) if ~ is also a random variable taking values in the range [0, 1) 
then, by Minkowski's inequality, 
d(~, ~:s) < d(5 ~:s) + (~, ~:s). 
We note that d(~, n:s) is a metric on the families of entropy functions 
of random variables and not on the random variables themselves. 
THEOaE~. I f  ~(~)(v = 1, 2 , . . . )  is a sequence of random variables, 
taking values in the range [0, 1), with probability-distribution functions 
P(~) (t)( v = 1, 2, . . .  ) which converges weakly to a random variable ~ with 
probability-distribution function P(t),  then 
d(~ (~), ~; s) -~ 0 
as v --> ~o , provided s does not belong to the countable set of poznts consisting 
of the discontinuity points of P(t)  and those points a rational distance from 
the discontinuity points of P ( t ). 
Proof. Since the sequence of random variables ~(~)(v = 1, 2 , - - . )  
converges weakly to the random variable ~ we have that the correspond- 
ing sequence of distribution functions P(')(t)(v = 1, 2, - . .  ) converges 
to the distribution function P(t)  at every continuity point of P(t).  
Thus, by the Helly-Bray lemma, 
for k = 1, 2, • • • , n, provided s does not belong to the countable set con- 
sisting of the discontinuity points of P(t) and those points a rational 
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distance from the discontinuity points of P(t). From this it follows that, 
provided s does not belong to the exceptional set, we have 
H(~)(~(~):s) --~H(~)(~:s) as ~--~ ~,  
for each fixed n, and hence 
d(~ (~),~:s)--~O as ~--~ ~.  
This completes the proof. 
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